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Abstract: The consequences of the extractive and disconnected relationship with nature that has
dominated past and current sustainability approaches are now being witnessed. A harmonious
relationship with nature needs to be reestablished to guide how we can live, act and respond to the
global climate emergency. Regenerative development has emerged as a process which enables the
reconnection between human and natural systems to create the necessary conditions for a healthy
and thriving future. While several frameworks and tools have been developed to support the imple-
mentation of regenerative development practices, few deal specifically with decision-making and its
associated challenges and opportunities. Responding to this, the purpose of this paper is to present
the development of a novel decision-making framework for regenerative precinct development.
It is an evidence-based framework established from the key findings of a qualitative case study
investigation into the decision-making approaches of regenerative precinct developments. It is a
visual guiding framework that poses challenging questions to enable decision-makers to structure
and align their thinking, decisions and actions with the fundamental principles of regenerative
development. This paper discusses the framework’s development, its key features and theoretical
basis, and its potential to influence decision-making practices towards regenerative development.

Keywords: regenerative development; regenerative design; decision-making; decision-making
framework; net-positive

1. Introduction

Now, more than ever, we are witnessing the consequences of the extractive and dis-
connected relationship with nature that has dominated past and current sustainability
approaches. These consequences are unequivocally presented in the recent Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change assessment report (AR6) which reinforces the urgency of
collective action to ensure a liveable, resilient and thriving future [1]. Accordingly, there is
growing consensus that our current sustainability approach, which is primarily focused on
continual improvements to efficiency towards an aspiration of doing no harm, is inade-
quate in responding to the global climate emergency [2]. What is needed is to reestablish
a deeper connection with nature to guide how we should live, act and respond to these
global challenges. This requires a fundamental shift away from the prevailing reductionist
and mechanistic worldview towards an ecological one, which repositions humanity, its
social structures and its biophysical environment as part of a larger community of life [3–7].

The importance of transitioning towards this ecological worldview has been widely
discussed across a diverse range of fields, from environmental and global sociology to
psychology, spirituality and indigenous knowledge systems [4,6]. Environmental sociolo-
gists, for example, have highlighted significant problems associated with the prevailing
reductionist approaches that disconnect humanity and nature, calling for more harmonious
and co-creative efforts to address global environmental challenges [8–10]. Guiding these
efforts is a recognition that human and natural systems are intertwined and interacting
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in the way that societies have not only been passively shaped by their environments but
have also played an active and persistent role in shaping these environments [9]. In doing
so, humanity and nature are both seen as collective, mutually inclusive actors shaping the
whole system, which not only provides opportunities for establishing climate resilient de-
velopments and societies [8,11], but to explore how more productive and positive synergies
with nature can be achieved and articulated [10].

Regenerative development has emerged as one such process that actively seeks to
establish a positive and reciprocal relationship with nature by realigning our values, deci-
sions and actions in a more contributive and harmonious partnership between human and
natural systems [12]. What has resulted from this is a compelling alternative to sustainabil-
ity in the built environment that moves beyond an exercise in increasing efficiency to an
approach that actively seeks to make positive contributions to the entire social-ecological
system by “cultivating the capacity and capability in people, communities and natural
systems to renew, sustain and thrive” [13] (p. 2).

This regenerative approach has been gaining traction recently as the next step for
sustainable development, despite its underlying ideas and processes being practiced for
over 60 years [14]. A systematic review of key literature in this field by [15] suggests that re-
generative development’s strong philosophical basis clearly highlights its transformational
potential but many challenges remain in its translation and implementation in practice.
There is a growing body of research that has therefore sought to identify the key opportu-
nities, drivers and barriers to implementing regenerative development, particularly at a
precinct scale [16,17]. This is because the precinct scale, synonymous with a neighbourhood
scale, can be seen as the nexus between cities and buildings and offers potential for more
meaningful engagement and stewardship within the community [18].

In response to these opportunities and challenges, several frameworks and tools have
emerged to support the adoption and implementation of regenerative development prac-
tices such as the Regenesis model [7,12], the LENSES Framework [19] and the STARfish
Tool [20]. Aligned with the well-defined values and aspirations of regenerative develop-
ment in existing literature, these frameworks and tools have started to facilitate practical
applications of regenerative development. However, few of these regenerative frameworks
and tools, as well as investigations into the projects that they have enabled, deal specifically
with decision-making and its associated challenges and opportunities throughout the
development process.

Aim and Novelty

In response to this gap, this paper presents the development of a novel decision-
making framework that supports and guides decision-making throughout the regenerative
development process at a precinct scale. It is an evidence-based framework developed
from a qualitative investigation into the decision-making approaches of four case study
precincts in Australia that are aligned with regenerative development ideas, processes
and aspirations. This qualitative investigation is one of the first empirical studies that has
sought to understand the decision-making approaches of multiple and diverse regenerative
precinct developments. Guiding this study was one overarching question: what decision-
making approach can facilitate regenerative precinct development and how can it be
supported and encouraged? The initial key findings of this study are discussed by an
additional paper by the authors [21].

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate how the key findings from this qualitative
case study investigation informed and enabled the development of a decision-making
framework for regenerative precinct development. This paper discusses how the frame-
work was developed, its key features and elements, its potential significance to influence
decision-making practices towards regenerative development, and future directions for its
ongoing evolution and improvement.
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2. Regenerative Development

Regenerative development has emerged from the need to shift away from the anthro-
pocentric, efficiency and technology-driven approaches of contemporary sustainability
that are clearly insufficient in addressing the scale and urgency of the global climate emer-
gency [14,22]. At its core, regenerative development is an ongoing process of realigning
and reconnecting with the creative efforts and evolution of nature [4,7]. While this bio-
centric and ecocentric quality has strong theoretical foundations across a diverse range of
fields, regenerative approaches have only started to gain traction relatively recently within
the built environment. This emergence has led to differences in definitions, terminology
and approaches (e.g., regenerative design, regenerative sustainability, net-positive design,
regenerative cities, etc.), but all represent a significant departure from the reductionist
and mechanistic sustainability discourses [22]. A review of key literature in this field
has revealed five interconnected principles that are typically considered fundamental
to regenerative development and that distinguish it from this prevailing sustainability
paradigm. These interconnected principles are briefly presented below from the perspec-
tive of decision-makers to provide context for the development of the decision-making
framework:

• Living systems thinking. Decision-makers have an ability to frame their thinking,
decisions and actions within a holistic and ecological mindset. This means developing
an understanding of a project not from its individual parts but through the interactions
and relationships between them that form one complex and dynamic social-ecological
system [6]. It also refers to an ability to see themselves and the work they do as no
longer separate from or above nature but as an indivisible and co-creative contributor
of the biosphere [4];

• Place-specific. Decision-makers work from a profound understanding of a project’s
unique place. This requires understanding and conceptualizing how a place sus-
tains and self-organizes itself from its entire network of systems within a specified
geographical area [6,7]. Achieving this requires processes that go beyond gathering
isolated packages of knowledge in disciplinary silos, which are typically focused only
on the material reality of a site or human-orientated endeavors [2,23];

• New collective processes. Decision-makers engage and empower a wider range of tradi-
tional and non-traditional stakeholders (e.g., ecologists, artists, sociologists, regulatory
authorities, etc.) to become co-creators and co-investors, working together to realize
the potential of a project and its place [12]. These new collective processes create op-
portunities to facilitate and expand transdisciplinary thinking, decisions and actions,
and to identify place-specific benefits and synergies [12,24];

• Co-evolutionary and transformative. Decision-makers understand that a project’s physi-
cal completion is not the end of the regenerative development process but actually
the beginning, as it marks the start of an ongoing co-evolutionary partnership with
nature. Decision-makers therefore consider ways to build the capacity and capability
of individuals and communities to continually work towards bringing new value and
potential to its place [12];

• Adding positive value. Decision-makers collectively discover how a project can pos-
itively contribute towards the health and ongoing viability of “all of the natural,
cultural and economic systems that it affects in a place” [7] (p. 28). Decision-makers
therefore understand that adding positive value is not a simple accounting exercise of
consuming less and generating more, but about redefining value in terms of benefits
to all life and enabling new potential for the entire social-ecological system [6,25].

Towards Regenerative Decision-Making

If regenerative development can be understood as the weaving together of these
five fundamental principles, a considerably different understanding of decision-making
in the built environment emerges. In the context of sustainability in the built environ-
ment, decision-making is typically focused on quantitatively optimizing predetermined
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alternatives to increase efficiency. This is clearly evident in the numerous examples of
decision-making frameworks and tools for sustainable development in existing literature
that are centered around multi-criteria decision-making techniques such as the analytic
hierarchy process [26]. While these decision-making frameworks and tools have pro-
vided valuable and necessary contributions, it has been argued that they are inherently
reductionist and hierarchical [20].

Aligned with these five fundamental principles, decision-making from a regenera-
tive perspective would instead be seen as a more exploratory, immersive, holistic and
collaborative way of making decisions that is oriented towards creating a harmonious and
thriving future for all life. The primary motivation and purpose of the decision-making
framework developed by this study is to provide the theoretical and practical guidance for
decision-makers to engage with and align their thinking, decisions and actions with these
fundamental principles of regenerative development.

3. Methodology

The development of the decision-making framework presented in this paper is primar-
ily built upon the evidence of a qualitative case study investigation into the decision-making
approaches of four precincts in Australia that are aligned with regenerative development
ideas, processes and aspirations [21]. The qualitative methodological approach of this
study is presented in this section across four key areas: (1) the analysis framework used to
guide and scope this case study investigation; (2) the data collection and thematic analysis
methods used to generate key findings as a set of core and supporting decision-making
themes with identified correlations between them; (3) a brief overview of the four case
study precincts and how they were identified; and (4) the set of methods, informed by a
review of existing regenerative frameworks and tools, that were established to guide how
these case study key findings could be structured and represented in the decision-making
framework.

3.1. An Analysis Framework to Investigate Decision-Making in Regenerative Precinct Development

Figure 1 presents the analysis framework developed to guide and scope this qualitative
case study investigation of decision-making in regenerative precinct developments, which
is a visual representation of four key elements. Firstly, it seeks to understand the decision-
making approach required to align with the five fundamental principles of regenerative
development presented in Section 2. This was to ensure this qualitative investigation
was aligned with the core ideas, processes and aspirations of regenerative development.
Secondly, it defined two primary analysis categories—(1) what are the key processes and
decisions enabling a precinct to achieve its positive value adding potential; and (2) what
are the key factors that can improve or limit their effectiveness (Figure 1)—with associated
sub-categories to provide a more tangible scope to investigate what and how decisions are
made in alignment with these five fundamental principles. The primary analysis categories
provided an effective way to organize and generate the key findings of this study, which
is discussed below in Section 3.2. Their associated sub-categories were informed by a
review of key literature related to regenerative development (e.g., [12]) and collective
decision-making studies (e.g., [27]).
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Thirdly, the analysis framework defines a scope of what a precinct’s positive value
adding potential could be across four key areas shown in green in Figure 1. This scope
was informed by some of the key regenerative frameworks and tools (see Section 3.4) and
are only presented as broad examples to provide a more robust decision-making context
to investigate and to guide the identification of the case study precincts discussed below
in Section 3.3. As such, they should not be treated as an exclusive or comprehensive set
of targets as the specific positive value adding potential of a precinct is something that is
collectively discovered in response to place-specific opportunities and challenges. Finally,
it defines the key actors who are individually and collectively making these decisions.
This not only involves the typical private and public sector actors shown in Figure 1 but
non-traditional ones such as ecologists, artists, sociologists, historians and educators. The
scope of key actors involved was not limited as this could vary drastically for different
projects.

3.2. Data Collection and Thematic Analysis Methods

The qualitative case study investigation used four key data collection methods which
are informed by and aligned with the most commonly used methods for case study research
defined by [28]. Firstly, a series of in-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted with
key decision-makers for the case study precincts. These interviews were approximately one
hour each and were directly guided by the analysis categories and sub-categories defined
by the analysis framework (Figure 1). Five in-depth interviews were conducted online
throughout 2020 (due to COVID-19), and these were complemented with an additional
six more informal phone conversations. Secondly, data were collected through direct
observational evidence to provide a first-hand understanding of how decisions were made
collectively throughout the precinct development process [28]. This observational data
were collected through shadowing a range of design meetings, discussions and events
for the case study precincts where possible. Thirdly, data were collected through online
resources, which included key documentation for the case study precincts (e.g., project
reports, planning documentation, community engagement reports, online articles, etc.),
and online activities such as webinars and radio interviews directly related to the case
study precincts. Finally, data were collected through peer-reviewed publications in existing
literature that were directly related to the case study precincts. Having several sources of
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evidence enabled the triangulation of data to corroborate and strengthen the key findings
for each case study precinct from multiple sources [28].

These four data collection methods created an evidence base for regenerative precinct
development which was then analyzed using a thematic analysis method (Figure 2), which
was identified as an appropriate method as it enabled the underlying assumptions, ideas
and context of what was explicitly stated in the case study evidence to emerge [29]. Using
NVivo 12, the case study evidence base was first broken down into smaller fragments to
create meaningful concept groupings that were relevant to the overall research question of
this study [30,31]. These initial concept groupings were both descriptive and interpretive,
meaning that some were closely related the content of the case study evidence and others
were related to what underpinned the semantic surface of this evidence [30]. Hierarchical
arrays were then used to identify and structure patterns and higher-order meaning from
these initial concept groupings [31]. This firstly involved generating a set of level 1 themes
from clustering and reordering specific concept groupings. A set of core and supporting
themes were then established from reorganizing and analyzing the level 1 themes to re-
spond directly to the two primary analysis categories defined by the analysis framework
presented in Section 3.1 (Figure 2). This process of identifying patterns across the level 1
themes also enabled the identification of correlations between the core and supporting
decision-making themes. An overview of the key findings from this case study investiga-
tion, presented as the core and supporting decision-making themes and their correlations,
is given below in Section 4.
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3.3. Case Study Precincts

Four case study precincts across Australia were used to investigate and understand
decision-making in regenerative precinct developments. These four case study precincts
were identified based on their alignment with the five fundamental principles of regenera-
tive development and the scope of a precinct’s positive value adding potential defined by
the analysis framework (Figure 1). They were also identified across different precinct devel-
opment contexts and across different stages throughout the development process to ensure
a wider range of decision-making opportunities and challenges could be investigated. A
brief overview of the four case study precincts is given below.
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Case study precinct 1: NunDuk Spa Retreat (NSR). NSR is a proposed 9.7 ha luxury spa
retreat on Lake Wellington, approximately 216 km east of Melbourne, Australia (Figure 3).
It was one of the first projects in Australia to implement a regenerative development
process, primarily enabled through the use of the LENSES Framework in its concept
development phase [32]. NSR aims to actively reverse the ecological degradation from salt
incursion into Lake Wellington through its development and seeks to be entirely water,
energy and waste self-sufficient. Its initial vision was to become a master planned regional
community but has since evolved to a smaller, tourism-based development in response to
political, financial and practical considerations.
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Case study precinct 2: East Village at Knutsford (EVK). EVK is a 1.5 ha urban residen-
tial infill development currently under construction just outside of Fremantle in Western
Australia (Figure 4). It aims to demonstrate an innovative and commercially viable example
of sustainable urbanism [33]. EVK aspires to become a net-zero energy development and
empowers the inhabitants of its 36 townhouses to be collectively responsible for its shared
infrastructure, which includes an Australian first shared battery that allows real-time
energy trading between households and a battery operator using blockchain.
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Case study precinct 3: Burwood Brickworks (BB). BB is a now completed shopping
centre within a 20.5 ha urban mixed-use precinct in Melbourne, Australia (Figure 5). This
former brickworks site is on track to become the world’s first shopping centre to achieve full
Living Building Challenge certification. BB actively celebrates its Wurundjeri culture and
history to connect its visitors to ancient stories of place through its design. It also integrates
Australia’s largest urban rooftop farm which provides fresh produce for local restaurants
and offers an educational experience for anyone that wants to grow their own food.
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3.4. Developing the Decision-Making Framework

The decision-making framework for regenerative precinct development is primarily
established from the key findings of this qualitative case study investigation. However,
to identify how to effectively organize and structure these key findings into a coherent
decision-making framework, a review of key existing regenerative frameworks and tools
was conducted. This review investigated the key features, structure, processes, purpose and
practical applications (where relevant) of the regenerative frameworks and tools presented
in Table 1.

Table 1. Key regenerative frameworks and tools reviewed.

Regenerative Framework/Tool Source

Regenesis Framework and Methodology [7,12]
LENSES Framework [19,34]

Perkins + Will Framework [24]
Eco-Positive Design Review [20]

STARfish Tool [20]
Regenerative Development Evaluation Tool [35]
Living Building and Community Challenges [36,37]

One Planet Living [38]
REGEN Tool [39]

Strategies for Designing Urban Ecosystem Services [40]

Despite the diversity of approaches, this review highlighted the need for a regenerative
framework that focuses specifically on decision-making and its associated challenges and
opportunities throughout the development process. Importantly, it also informed the
identification of key methods that could guide how this regenerative decision-making
framework could be presented. As a result, three interconnected methods were identified
to support how the key findings from the case study investigation were organized and
structured into the decision-making framework:

• Expanding not prescribing. Encourage divergent and whole systems thinking to
discover potential synergies and expand possible outcomes rather than prescribe a list
of decision alternatives to compare and optimize;

• Questions not solutions. Ask challenging questions to enable this thinking rather than
develop reactive solutions to superficial problems;

• Pluralistic not dualistic. Despite the obvious paradox of explaining these methods, pro-
mote multiple design and development pathways and discourage yes/no, either/or,
right/wrong questions and decisions.

4. Key Findings for Decision-Making in Regenerative Precinct Developments

This section provides an overview of the key findings from the qualitative case study
investigation into the decision-making approaches of regenerative precinct developments.
A more detailed discussion of these key findings and how they were generated is presented
in an additional paper by the authors [21]. The purpose of their inclusion in this paper
is to demonstrate how these key findings informed and enabled the development of the
decision-making framework for regenerative precinct development, presented in Section 5.
The key findings of this qualitative case study investigation were generated using the
thematic analysis method outlined in Section 3.2 and are presented below as a set of core
and supporting decision-making themes with identified correlations between them. This
section provides a high-level overview of the core and supporting decision-making themes
that were generated and discusses some of the key concepts within each theme, supported
by tangible examples from the case study evidence, that were relevant to informing the
development of the decision-making framework for regenerative precinct development.
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4.1. Core Decision-Making Themes

Although the case study precincts exhibited a unique set of decisions and processes
specific to their place, common ideas and concepts were identified using the thematic
analysis method presented in Section 3.2 to facilitate the development of four core decision-
making themes. Aligned with the first primary analysis category guiding this qualitative
case study investigation (see Section 3.1), these were identified as the key processes and
decisions that enabled the case study precincts to achieve their positive value adding
potential. The four core decision-making themes are:

• Building the collective vision of potential. Decisions and actions to discover a clear and
shared vision of positive value adding potential for a precinct;

• Aligning with and implementing the vision. Aligning decisions and actions with imple-
menting the precinct’s collective vision of positive value adding potential;

• Expanding shared responsibility for the vision. Decisions and actions that expand a shared
responsibility for the precinct to ensure its collective vision of positive value adding
potential is sustained into the future;

• Positive transformations enabled by the vision. The positive transformations that are
enabled from the processes of building, implementing and sharing responsibility for
the precinct’s collective vision of positive value adding potential.

At the heart of each of these core decision-making themes, and therefore central
to the development of the decision-making framework, is a collective vision of positive
value adding potential for the precinct. Firstly, the case study evidence emphasized the
importance of establishing a precinct’s vision of positive value adding potential through
a collective process of discovery with a diverse range of key actors in response to place-
specific opportunities and challenges. This resulted in a significant departure from typical
decision-making in the initial precinct development stages as to what decisions were
made, how and by who. For example, part of NSR’s initial vision was for a small re-
gional town around the creation of waterways. This was established in response to its
unique location on the shores of Lake Wellington through the collective efforts of a diverse
range of actors which included a sea grass ecologist, fish ecosystems scientist, hydrologist,
geomorphologist and carbon sequestration experts [32].

Secondly, all subsequent decisions, typically related to the development’s detailed
design and construction, for the case study precincts were aligned with implementing
this collective vision of positive value adding potential. This was primarily enabled
by an immersive, transparent and collaborative decision-making approach involving
key actors across public and private sectors and the local community. For example, BB
maintained immersive and transparent relationships with its numerous retail tenants to
encourage, enable and empower them to meet the stringent Living Building Challenge
requirements when designing and implementing their shop fit outs, especially in relation
to material choices.

Thirdly, the case studies all prioritized decisions to expand and encourage collective
responsibility for the precinct and its vision of potential to ensure that the aspiration and
capacity to add positive value continues beyond the project’s physical completion. The case
study evidence showed that these decisions need not be limited to the final development
stages and that this shared responsibility can be an effective in addressing competing
interests. For example, a key decision-maker for NEV was able to empower and inspire
prospective ecovillage members to be actively involved in the future of the project by
giving them a first-hand experience of its place even before the land was acquired. These
in-person events played a critical role in NEV’s ability to subsequently self-fund 5$ million
from these community members to purchase the site.

Finally, the case study precincts provided evidence of positive transformations for
individuals and organizations enabled by their involvement in the decision-making pro-
cesses of establishing, implementing and sharing responsibility for the precinct’s collective
vision of positive value adding potential. These positive transformations manifested in
the changes of how decision-makers will think, act and make decisions in their future pro-
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fessional and personal lives. For example, decision-makers across all case study precincts
stated that their involvement in the project has built their confidence and knowledge to
take forward into future projects. At a personal level, one BB decision-maker has now
changed the way they view and manage their household waste from their experience with
the rigorous requirements of the Living Building Challenge.

4.2. Supporting Decision-Making Themes

Similarly, the decision-making approaches of the case study precincts were all influ-
enced by unique, diverse and place-specific factors. However, four supporting decision-
making themes were developed from identifying the common ideas and concepts emerging
from the case study evidence using the thematic analysis method presented in Section
3.2. Aligned with the second primary analysis category guiding this qualitative case study
investigation (see Section 3.1), these were identified as the key factors improving or lim-
iting the decision-making effectiveness of the case study precincts. The four supporting
decision-making themes are:

• Financial, regulatory and design compromises. The compromises made throughout the
development process that are required to enable the implementation of regenerative
precinct developments;

• Leadership and governance. The leadership and governance that is required to support
and enable regenerative precinct developments;

• Supporting design tools and frameworks. The tools and frameworks that are used to sup-
port and guide the implementation of regenerative development ideas and processes;

• Communicating regenerative development. How regenerative development ideas, pro-
cesses and aspirations are communicated to others.

Examples of key findings relevant to the development of the decision-making frame-
work for each supporting decision-making theme are briefly discussed here. Firstly, many
of the compromises made to implement the case study precincts were in response to un-
foreseen and unavoidable circumstances. However, decision-makers demonstrated an
ability to see these typically short-term compromises not as negative outcomes, but as
opportunities to ensure and enable positive value outcomes in the long-term. For example,
part of NEV’s ambition was to enable diverse housing options and support small local
businesses within the village. However, due to local council requirements, stage one of
NEV’s development was compromised to be single residential 550 m2 lots, which meant
many could not afford to live in the ecovillage. This led to some ecovillage members
creatively finding ways to share a single title that is not reliant on dual occupancy zoning,
which is now being formally encouraged for the second stage of development to improve
NEV’s affordability and housing diversity for the future.

Secondly, the case studies showed that multiple governance structures were effective
at enabling the co-creative processes required to achieve positive value outcomes. The
case study evidence emphasized that government-led, developer-led and community-led
development models all have the potential to create regenerative precincts, but each comes
with unique decision-making challenges and opportunities. For example, BB showed that a
large private developer can implement a project that adds positive value, enabled through
the Living Building Challenge, and still make a financial return in a retail context. However,
this required the developer to play a central role in motivating and inspiring a co-creative
effort across a wide range of actors in the built environment industry as well as for thirty
individual retail tenants.

Thirdly, the supporting design tools and frameworks used by the case study precincts
were effective at guiding and structuring the co-creative and transdisciplinary approach
that is required for regenerative precinct developments. Importantly, the use of these
tools also helped to build new capabilities for individuals and organizations as well
as encouraged them to step into a new role as stewards to ensure the precinct and its
aspirations to add positive value are sustained into the future. For example, using the
LENSES Framework facilitated positive changes in the business values and priorities of
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NSR’s small-scale developer which was shown through their commitment to ensuring the
long-term success of this project—“You don’t just get a return for year one, you’re building a
return that effectively compounds over time”.

Finally, the case study precincts demonstrated the importance of how they communi-
cated their project both as a form of advocacy for regenerative development practices and
as an effective way to address competing interests. For example, EVK’s development as an
‘Innovation Through Demonstration’ project [41]—which means it is developed as a living
laboratory to design, test and learn from innovative approaches and technologies—has
enabled the project to generate widespread awareness and advocacy for regenerative devel-
opment practices within the built environment industry both nationally and internationally.

4.3. Correlations between the Core and Supporting Decision-Making Themes

Correlations between the core and supporting decision-making themes were also
generated from the case study evidence using the thematic analysis method presented
in Section 3.2. These correlations map the specific impacts the supporting themes had
on the decision-making effectiveness of the core processes and decisions. A total of 17
major and 11 minor correlations were identified between the core and supporting decision-
making themes based on the amount of supporting evidence from the case study precincts,
which have been presented in more detail by an additional paper by the authors [21]. For
example, a major correlation was identified between a precinct’s leadership and governance
approach and expanding a shared responsibility for its collective vision of positive value
adding potential. More specifically, NEV’s highly transparent and collaborative sociocratic
governance and decision-making approach was found to be effective at empowering the
ecovillage members to be directly involved and collectively responsible for the future
of the precinct. These major correlations informed how the decision-making framework
for regenerative precinct development provides guidance in relation to the supporting
decision-making themes, which is discussed further in Section 5.3.

5. A Decision-Making Framework for Regenerative Precinct Development

This section presents a novel decision-making framework for regenerative precinct
development that is formed directly from the key findings of this case study investigation.
It is therefore developed as an evidence-based framework that seeks to guide and support
decision-making throughout the regenerative precinct development process. It is a visual
guiding framework that is developed from the key methods described in Section 3.4.
It comprises one primary diagram to present its key elements and theoretical basis, as
well as five supplementary diagrams to provide more specific guidance for the core and
supporting themes, presented in Section 4, through a series of challenging questions
for decision-makers to consider. The decision-making framework provides theoretical
and practical guidance for decision-makers to align their thinking, decisions and actions
with the fundamental principles of regenerative development throughout the precinct
development process.

5.1. Key Elements of the Decision-Making Framework

Figure 7 presents the decision-making framework for regenerative precinct develop-
ment. This primary diagram shows the framework’s overall structure and key elements as
well as its theoretical basis. It is a visual representation of (1) the importance of a precinct’s
collective vision of positive value adding potential; (2) the five fundamental principles of
regenerative development presented in Section 2; (3) the core decision-making themes gen-
erated from the case study evidence (Section 4.1); and (4) the supporting decision-making
themes generated from the case study evidence (Section 4.2).
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The first key element of the decision-making framework is a precinct’s collective
vision of positive value adding potential. As mentioned previously, this collective vision
of potential is critically important to the decisions and actions that enabled the case study
precincts to have a positive value adding role. This collective vision of positive value adding
potential is therefore the central guiding element of the decision-making framework and is
visually represented by the dark blue inner circle in Figure 7. A broad scope for a precinct’s
positive value adding potential is also defined by the framework’s inner circle, which
relates to the four key areas defined by the analysis framework (Figure 1).

The five fundamental principles of regenerative development defined by Section 2—
livings systems thinking, place-specific, new collective processes, co-evolutionary and
transformative and adding positive value—form the second key element of the frame-
work. These five principles are visually represented by the outer circle of the framework
in Figure 7. Each principle is split into its own wedge within the outer circle to struc-
ture the specific guiding questions for each core decision-making theme, which will be
discussed below in Section 5.2. Including the five principles in the framework ensures
that decision-makers align their thinking, decisions and actions throughout the precinct
development process with the fundamental ideas, processes and aspirations of regenerative
development, which are defined by these principles.

The core decision-making themes that were generated from the case study investiga-
tion are the third key element of the framework. The core themes are visually represented
in the decision-making framework by the four coloured spirals denoted A, B, C and D in
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Figure 7. A spiral structure is used as a visual reference to prompt divergent and whole
systems thinking for decision-makers to expand and discover possible decision alternatives
and outcomes. As the core decision-making themes were defined as the key processes and
decisions enabling the case study precincts to achieve their positive value adding potential,
they are presented as the four primary domains in which decision-making guidance is
provided for in the framework. Guidance for the core decision-making themes will be
discussed below in Section 5.2.

The supporting decision-making themes that were generated from the case study
investigation are the fourth and final key feature of the framework. The four supporting
decision-making themes are visually represented by the dark blue arrows in the outermost
layer of the framework in Figure 7. These four supporting themes represent the key factors
identified from the case study investigation that influenced the effectiveness of the core
decisions and processes. As such, they are visually represented as arrows pointing inwards
to signify an influencing force, but it is important to note that they can have both a positive
and negative influence on decision-making. Guidance for the supporting decision-making
themes will be discussed below in Section 5.3.

5.2. Decision-Making Guidance for the Core Themes

The decision-making framework for regenerative precinct development provides more
specific guidance for each core decision-making theme through four detailed diagrams.
These supplementary diagrams pose challenging questions for decision-makers to consider
for each core theme. The questions are based on case study evidence from the key concepts
and level 1 themes that the core decision-making themes were developed from. As it is
an evidence-based framework, these questions should not be a treated as an exclusive or
comprehensive list. Rather, they are representative of the types of questions emerging
from the case study evidence for decision-makers to consider throughout the regenerative
precinct development process. Furthermore, none of the questions are posed to prompt
yes/no or right/wrong answers to encourage decision-makers to collectively discover and
expand potential development pathways and outcomes.

The questions for each core theme are structured in alignment with the five funda-
mental principles of regenerative development presented in Figure 7. This is to ensure that
the precinct development process considers decisions and actions that respond to each
fundamental principle as well as the interdependencies between them. The specific guiding
questions for core decision-making themes A and B will be explained in more detail below
as examples, while the questions for core themes C and D are shown in Appendix A.

5.2.1. Core Decision-Making Theme A: Building the Collective Vision of Potential

Figure 8 presents the specific guiding questions for core theme a established by the
decision-making framework. These are the questions that are generated from the case
study evidence to support decision-makers in discovering and developing a precinct’s
collective vision of positive value adding potential during the earlier development stages.
An example question is discussed below to highlight how it has been established from the
case study evidence and what it is prompting decision-makers to consider.
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The first question of the living systems thinking wedge in Figure 8—what are the key
interdependencies and patterns within the entire social-ecological system that the precinct
can restore, improve and expand?—seeks to prompt decision-makers to position a precinct
as an integral and inseparable part of the larger social-ecological system and recognize that
it has the potential to influence the ongoing health and vitality of this system. By taking
a big picture view of a precinct and its surroundings, decision-makers are more likely to
be able to identify the key patterns and system interdependencies of the whole system
it is nested within and explore which of these it can restore, improve or expand. This
question is informed by decision-makers for the case study precincts demonstrating an
ability to think systemically to discover these system interdependencies when developing
the collective vision of potential. For example, a NSR decision-maker stated that at the
heart of establishing the collective vision for the project to be an entirely self-sufficient
development that actively improves its ecologically degraded surroundings was taking
“more of a big picture view of looking at what things are actually impacting on other things and
seeing the connections that are there that might have been missed from a standard process”.

Responding to this question also requires decision-makers to engage with and consider
questions categorized by other fundamental principles in Figure 8, which demonstrates the
interconnected and holistic decision-making that is required throughout the regenerative
precinct development process. For instance, identifying the key patterns and system inter-
dependencies of the larger social-ecological system requires decision-makers to develop
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a profound understanding of the precinct’s place and ask what its unique contributive
potential is. Decision-makers would then need to consider what information is needed and
who should be given a voice to enable a diverse and transdisciplinary understanding of
the precinct’s place.

This example question highlights the type of guidance the decision-making framework
seeks to provide to support decisions and actions in collectively discovering and developing
a precinct’s vision of positive value adding potential.

5.2.2. Core Decision-Making Theme B: Aligning with and Implementing the Vision

Figure 9 presents the specific guiding questions for core theme B established by the
decision-making framework. These are the questions that are generated from the case study
evidence to support decision-makers in aligning all subsequent decisions and actions, typi-
cally associated with a precinct’s design, construction and operation, with implementing
its collective vision of positive value adding potential. Similarly, an example question is
discussed below to highlight the type of decision-making guidance the framework provides
relating to core theme B and how the questions are developed from the case study evidence.
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Using the example of the place-specific wedge in Figure 9, the question—what place-
specific opportunities can be integrated into the precinct’s design, construction and op-
eration that align with its vision of positive value adding potential?—seeks to prompt
decision-makers to consider what unique aspects from the developed understanding of
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a precinct’s place can be conceptualized and leveraged to enable its design, construction
and operation to align with and exemplify its collective vision of positive value adding
potential. In doing so, this question ensures that developing a profound understanding
of a precinct’s place is not simply a box-ticking exercise, but something that significantly
informs and guides its overall vision and subsequent implementation. Similarly, respond-
ing to this question also prompts decision-makers to engage with and consider questions
categorized by other fundamental principles in Figure 9, such as what design approaches
and technologies can then enable the implementation of these place-specific opportunities.

A key example that informed the development of this question from the case study
evidence was through the significant cultural and historical learnings that BB’s decision-
makers undertook to deepen their understanding of the meaning and importance of its
place. Firstly, this was shown through an investigation into the site’s former function as
a brickworks. This resulted in not only the naming of the precinct but enabled decision-
makers to track down bricks that were made on site in the 1970s and reuse them as
part of the shopping centre’s façade. Secondly, this was shown through the awareness,
acknowledgement and celebration of the Indigenous history and significance of this place
for the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin nation. Opportunities enabled by this then emerged
to use the design of the shopping centre to educate visitors about its cultural and historical
importance. BB’s expansive ceiling designed by a local Indigenous artist (Figure 10) and the
visitor experience upon entering are evidence of how this was achieved—“when you walk in
through the lobby you get this soundscape of the forest and the smellscape of burning eucalyptus,
which is part of the welcoming for the Wurundjeri people”.
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5.3. Decision-Making Guidance for the Supporting Themes

The decision-making framework for regenerative precinct development also provides
more specific guidance for the supporting decision-making themes through a series of
challenging questions presented in a fifth supplementary diagram (Figure 11). These
questions are informed by the case study evidence from the key concepts and level 1
themes that the supporting decision-making themes were developed from. They provide
decision-making guidance related to the key factors that could influence the key processes
and decisions defined by the core decision-making themes. To visually represent this, a
spiral legend is provided for each supporting theme to indicate its major correlations with
the core themes. Each question under the supporting themes is then colour-coded to enable
decision-makers to clearly visualize which core theme it has the potential to influence the
effectiveness of (Figure 11). For example, a major correlation that emerged from the case
study evidence was between the design tools and frameworks used in the decision-making
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process, such as the LENSES Framework, and their ability to create positive and lasting
changes in how individuals and organizations will make decisions in the future. This is
reflected by the question in the bottom-right quadrant of Figure 11 that is colour-coded
green to indicate a correlation with core theme D.
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It is worth noting again that these are representative questions that emerged from the
case study evidence and should not be seen as an exclusive or comprehensive list. Two
examples of guiding questions from Figure 11 will be discussed below to highlight the type
of guidance the decision-making framework provides for the supporting themes and how
the questions are developed from the case study evidence.

Firstly, under the financial, regulatory and design compromises, the question—how
can these short-term compromises be made in a way that provides opportunities to imple-
ment and work towards the precinct’s positive value adding potential in the long-term?—
seeks to prompt decision-makers to consider how unavoidable compromises to ensure a
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precinct’s implementation can be reframed from a negative outcome to a positive opportu-
nity for the future. In other words, this question encourages decision-makers to identify
the potential benefits of making short-term compromises to enable the implementation of
positive value outcomes in the long-term. This guiding question is therefore intended to
support decisions made that are primarily made during the design and construction of a
precinct and is colour-coded red in Figure 11 to reflect its correlation to core theme B.

A key example from the case study evidence that informed the development of this
question was through EVK’s response to current regulatory barriers. EVK has an inno-
vative embedded network that uses a 670 kWh shared battery to enable real-time energy
trading between its 36 townhouses and a battery operator using blockchain. Also within
this precinct is an additional two apartment sites. A proposal to extend this innovative
embedded network to these apartments was rejected based on current energy regulations
in Australia. However, a decision was made in the design of this precinct to easily allow
for this future connection once future energy regulations permit it—“when the battery and
the electrical sub-board arrangement was all set up, it was done in such a way that would make the
future connection of those other two lots quite straightforward. Even though the regulations didn’t
support it, you can prepare for it”.

Secondly, under the leadership and governance required for regenerative precinct
developments, the question—what decision-making and governance approach can em-
power the precinct’s permanent and transient inhabitants to become active participants
and stewards for its future evolution?—seeks to prompt decision-makers to consider how
they can empower a precinct’s inhabitants to become collectively responsible for its future
through the way their project is governed and how decisions are made. This guiding
question is therefore intended to support decisions made to expand a shared responsibility
for a precinct (core theme C) and is colour-coded orange in Figure 11 accordingly.

This question was informed by the case study precincts through their various gover-
nance models and decision-making methods, each of which was shown to be effective at
enabling positive value outcomes. However, each of these approaches encouraged and
facilitated collaborative and transdisciplinary efforts, which were shown to be effective
at empowering their inhabitants to play an active role as stewards for the future evolu-
tion of the precinct. Most notably, NEV uses sociocracy (or dynamic governance) for its
organizational structure and decision-making. This means that rather than an autocratic or
democratic decision-making process, decisions are made based on gathering consent (i.e.,
no disagreement) from all decision-makers before moving forward in a truly collaborative
and transparent process [42]. The ecovillage members therefore have a strong sense of col-
lective responsibility for their precinct as they are directly involved in the decision-making
processes for its future, where their voices are all heard, respected and valued. This has
meant that to date, the toughest decision they have made is the road naming because
“there is no right answer and no wrong answer, and there’s 200 different opinions and they are
all equally valid.”

6. Discussion and Conclusions

This paper presents the development of a novel decision-making framework that
provides evidence-based guidance for decision-makers to align their thinking, decisions
and actions with the fundamental principles of regenerative development. The frame-
work aims to reframe decision-making from being an optimization challenge between
predetermined technologies or design features, to an ongoing and collective process of
discovery that explores and expands the potential ways a precinct can add positive value.
Decisions regarding a precinct’s design, construction, operation and evolution can then be
made from an understanding of the entire social-ecological system and aligned with the
precinct’s unique contributive role within it to ensure its ongoing vitality and viability. The
framework therefore encourages decision-makers to engage with a fundamentally different
way of thinking and making decisions, and this is where the potential of the framework
emerges to support the transition to regenerative development practices.
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By purposefully posing challenging questions, instead of listing potential solutions,
the decision-making framework prompts decision-makers to align how they think, act and
make decisions in a more harmonious and less extractive relationship with nature. These
questions also invite decision-makers to consider how to encourage, organize and sustain
a co-creative process with a diverse range of key actors to work towards a common vision
of positive value adding potential. By doing so, the framework reinforces a core value
that is central to the transition to regenerative development practices. That enabling the
positive outward transformations of a precinct, guided by its collective vision of potential,
requires positive inward transformations for the individuals and organizations involved in
the process in how they think, act and make decisions. What results is a framework that
encourages a significant departure from technology and efficiency-driven decision-making
approaches by seeking to redefine what decisions could be made, how they are made and
by who throughout the precinct development process.

Adopting this new way of thinking and making decisions is critical to ensuring a
liveable, resilient and thriving future. This is because we have the technological, cultural
and economic capacity to effectively respond to the global climate emergency. What is
urgently needed now is to reframe our efforts in a co-evolutionary partnership with nature,
and this requires adopting a new mind, heart and way of being. The framework presented
in this paper starts to explore how this can be achieved and supported in the context of
decision-making within a precinct development process. By doing so, the framework
not only reinforces the necessary paradigm shift that is central to many of the existing
regenerative frameworks and tools but provides an important theoretical contribution to
how decision-making in the built environment can be understood and approached within
a regenerative development context.

Limitations and Future Work

It is acknowledged that the decision-making framework for regenerative precinct
development is established from a relatively small number of case study precincts, which
are all within an Australian planning and development context. However, being an
evidence-based framework, the intention is to continually expand and improve this first
iteration of the framework by collecting and analyzing more evidence from a diverse range
of precinct developments aligned with regenerative development ideas, processes and
aspirations. The structuring of key ideas and processes provides a solid foundation for this
continual improvement, refinement and expansion of the decision-making framework for
regenerative precinct development.

A key part of the decision-making framework’s continual improvement will be inves-
tigating its relevance to different built environment actors and within various planning,
governance and geographical contexts. It is hypothesized that the open-ended nature
of the questions and themes in the framework as well as its intention to be improved
and expanded, will mean that it could be used to support decision-makers outside of
an Australian planning and development context. Future work will therefore involve
testing and gathering feedback on the decision-making framework from various built
environment practitioners.

The intention of this framework was not, nor will not be, to provide a complete
list of questions that decision-makers must answer to create regenerative precinct devel-
opments. Instead, this framework uses example evidence-based questions to provide
a tangible way for decision-makers to organize and align their thinking, decisions and
actions with regenerative development. By doing so, the decision-making framework
for regenerative precinct development adds to and complements the growing number
of frameworks and tools available to support the transition to regenerative development
practices in the built environment.
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